Sri. P.P. VIJAYAKRISHNAN
SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE
KALIKAVU POLICE STATION

SHOT DEAD ON 12.09.2010
AT PEDAYANTHAL, CHOKKAD, KALIKAVU
On 12.9.2010 at about 11.00 hrs., the SI of Police Kalikavu, Sri. T. Manoharan and party consisting Grade SI Sri. P.P. Vijayakrishnan and CPOs Sebastian Rajesh, Pradeep. K proceeded on L&O patrol duty. On the way the SI and party went to the house of one Arangodan Mujeeb Rahiman, S/o Ahammedkutty, Chokkad, Pedayanthal for executing the warrant in CMP No.(EX) 888/2009 (NBW) endt. of SP Malappuram vide No. NDis/G5/42689 Dtd. 30.8.2010 and No. 49/Process/KCO/10 Dtd 04.09.2010 of CI of Police wandoor. The party reached the house at about 11.40 hrs. En route, CPO Pradeep had returned to the police station in connection with an offence related to MV Act. Reaching at the house, on conducting preliminary enquiry the police party came to know that the accused was available inside his make shift house (constructed by using bamboo poles, polythene paper etc.) along with his wife and children. On seeing the police party the accused and his present wife castigated against the 4th wife now residing at Padikkunnu, Nilambur and police party for taking side with her. Subsequent to that the SI gave direction to police station for sending more police party with WCPO. As such more police party consisting WCPO Sunitha. N and CPO Ramesh Babu.K, in addition to the earlier returned CPO Pradeep reached the house of accused. Thereafter, the SI requested him to come out and offered all possible help. But in defiance, the accused and his wife jointly threatened the police party by saying that they will commit suicide. At about 12.50 hrs the accused threatened the police party that unless the police party withdrawn he will fire, and all of a sudden opened fire against Grade SI Sri. P.P. Vijayakrishnan who was standing in proximity with the house. In the result he fainted and when the police party tried to rescue him, the accused again threatened the police party and opened fire in the air. Subsequent to that by breaking the roof of the make shift house he protruded his upper body and threatened the police party by showing weapon and once more opened fire in the air and fled with his wife and children to the backyard and contiguous forest. The SI Sr. T. Manoharan, CPO Sebastian Rajesh along with 2 natives picked the fainted SI from the spot and rushed in the Police Jeep to THQ Hospital Nilambur. The remaining party stood at the place of occurrence. On reaching the hospital at about 13.40 hrs. the doctor after examining the injured declared as brought dead.